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INCRYPT.X

PROJECT
Incrypt Investments was formed in 2018 and is a
Level 1 B-BBEE FinTech Startup that operates in the
entire crypto-ecosystem, i.e.: Protocol Layer,
Networking Layer and Application Layer.
Not only are we involved in trading of
cryptocurrencies and investing in blockchain
related projects, but we are also involved in the
cryptocurrency mining field. Our first major project
we launched was an Automated Investment
Platform, whereby users could invest in basketed
funds of Crypto-Assets. However due to regulatory
red-tape, that project was put on hold.

THE PROJECT
The name we have given to our latest Project is
'INCRYPT.x'. The concept is simple: We want to
create a community controlled De-Fi Token that,
besides the financial benefit, has extra utility:
Such as being able to use the token as currency
in an NFT Marketplace.

Over the past few years, we have built a network of
blockchain developers, software engineers, traders, market
analysts, marketing specialist, graphic designers, OpSec
experts and venture capitalists. This extensive network
allows us to have the much needed ground support when
launching a new project. We believe that the power of
blockchain; and the whole concept of decentralization has a
lot of untapped potential, not just for the financial system.
Incrypt Investments will continue to push the boundaries
and explore different blockchain use-cases.

IMPLEMENTATION
Our research indicated that the best way to bring
our vision to reality is to build a crypto-asset that
employs advanced tokenenomics, such as
following a deflationary protocol as well as AutoYield generating mechanisms. We will discuss
these in detail in the forthcoming sections below.
On every transaction, there is a 10% Tax
imposed:
3% is Automatically burnt, thus reducing the
supply and following the deflationary
protocol.
4% Will be added to the De-Fi Wallet for
investment purposes with 25% of the total
value of the De-Fi wallet used for weekly BuyBack and Burns which would further reduce
supply while simultaneously adding BNB to
the Liquidity Pool.
3% Will be redistributed to token holders,
thus allowing holders to earn passive income
by simply holding the token, also known as
Static Yield Farming.

"Short for decentralized finance, De-Fi is an umbrella term
for a variety of applications and projects in the public
blockchain space geared toward disrupting the
traditional finance world. Inspired by blockchain
technology, DeFi is referred to as financial applications
built on blockchain technologies" -hedera.com

"A non-fungible token is a unit of data stored on a digital ledger, called
a blockchain, that certifies a digital asset to be unique and therefore not
interchangeable. NFTs can be used to represent items such as photos,
videos, audio, and other types of digital files"

"The Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO). A DAO is
a network of stakeholders with no central governing body, just
a set of rules encoded on a blockchain. We believe DAOs have
the collaborative potential the world needs." -Daostack.io

The burn address will not be excluded from
reflection fees, so with every transaction the
supply will be decreased in addition to the 3%
burn, aligning with the deflationary protocol.
However, we want the community, i.e.; the token
holders, to decide exactly how the funds in the
De-Fi Wallet should be invested, and how the
profits should be distributed to token holders. To
achieve this in a completely transparent manner,
the simplest way will be to develop a blockchain
based voting application, where token holders
can submit their proposed investment plan, and
then using the 'wallet' that holds their INCRYPT
tokens, cryptographically cast their vote.
However, we want to take it one step further. We
researched the work of Daostack; a company
that developed a platform to Launch and
manage Decentralized Autonomous
Organizations. We believe we can develop a fully
autonomous organization that is fully controlled
by the community .
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BLOCKCHAIN-BASED VOTING
We want this project to be a DAO that is designed to
manage shared crypto-assets and work towards a
common goal. DaoStack provides a modular
framework for organizing and managing
Decentralized Organizations and allows for
indefinite scaling, which means a project could
have longevity and essentially exist forever without
the need for a centralized authority . A blockchain
based voting system is required to achieve the goal
of transparent collaboration around a shared goal.
A requirement will be that token holders, using a
Graphical Interface that is easy to use, will be able
to submit proposals on how the funds in the De-Fi
wallet should be invested.

An example: the De-Fi Wallet currently has
1500 BNB tokens, a token holder can submit
proposal A which states that the De-Fi wallet
should be converted to 30% $W-BTC, 30% $WETH, 30% $BNB, 5% $GINU, 5% $CAKE and
that the funds should be converted to BNB on
a quarterly basis and used to buy back and
burn INCRYPT tokens. INCRYPT token holders
will then connect their wallet to the Voting
Application and vote on the proposal. At the
end of a set period, the proposal with the
highest tally of votes will automatically be
executed

The following excerpts from the Daostack Whitepaper explain how their Operating system would function, and how expected issues can be overcome
Source: https://daostack.io/wp/DAOstack-White-Paper-en.pdf
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EXAMPLE
The example below provided by Daostack is based on an ETH fund, and since our token is built
on the BSC (Binance Smart Chain) which is a fork of Ethereum, the example below can be
applied to our project with relative ease.
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EXPECTED ISSUES
The following issues were highlighed by the Daostack Team:
1. It might be very hard to recruit a majority of FND holders to vote on one proposal. This issue is related
to governance scalability.
2. It can be corrupted by a 51% attack. Say, there is $100m worth of ETH in the Fundis wallet. And, say,
that it costs $60m to buy half of all FND tokens in the market. Then, an agent with enough liquid
capital can purchase just above half of the FNDs in the market, and immediately thereafter make a
proposal to send all ETH to his own address. That’s an easy $40m hit. This problem is related to
resilience, which is the second topic we will cover below.
3. It is not clear (and probably not true) that those who hold more tokens would make the best
investment decisions. It is not a deal-breaker, but might be leading to a pretty ineffective investment
fund. This is in tension with meritocracy, which is another important criteria.
4. For further illustration, an additional attack is made by making the proposal to distribute all of Fundis
ETH into addresses that will vote yes on this proposal, pro rata. Perhaps in the beginning decentagents
will refrain from approving this cunning proposal; but once the first approvals will come, there will be
a growing pressure for approving it (and not losing all of your money), until an avalanche effect will
take place and the cunning proposal will be approved. This to demonstrate that resilience is a tricky
issue.
5. Finally, even after the Fundis creators have realized that its governance system is heavily flawed, they
cannot do much about it since Fundis governance system is not upgradable, which is another criteria
we would like to impose.
This simple governance system highlights almost all of the issues with blockchain governance, which we will
discuss below. It also demonstrates the initial statement above: “A blockchain governance system is a
state-transition function, that collects inputs from blockchain addresses and under certain rules spells out a
global-state transition.”

SOLUTION
The following solution was proposed by the Daostack team: Reputation Systems
Instead of weighing votes of agents with their native token stake,a company can have different balance sheets to
denote the influence of agents inside votes. Generally, reputation scores are non-transferable assets — an agent
cannot transfer its reputation to another agent. The simplest case is when a company has a single reputation
system — meaning, the same influence score for all types of decisions. More generally,a company can maintain
multiple reputation scores that are used for different cases. Reputation is used here interchangeably with
influence power, and can form the basis for a meritocratic governance system, where those who are most
appreciated — due to their past contributions — have the most influence. One way to allocate reputation to
agents would be via proposals. For example, one can propose to allocate 100 FNDr (Fundis reputation score
units) to agent A for her recent valuable contribution C. Reputation can also be algorithmically tied with
economic remuneration of the company to a contributor of value; as well as with one’s votes and evaluations in
relative to the collective. This topic is called reputation flow.
Reputation systems alone solves most of the problems of the previous token-based governance system.
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OUR ARCHITECTURE
We believe in the power of collaboration, which is why we will be using our social media channels to engage with the
community and get feedback on the initial hard-code that the DAO will be based on. Community input is crucial as we
want this project to be a true reflection of what the community desires. We are simply providing the intial building
blocks to a project that could theoretically run forever, without a central controlling figure or company. Therefore we
have allocated ample time in our road-map (see below) to allow for community feedback before we develop the code
(rules) which the DAO will function on.

NFT MARKETPLACE
In addition to being an investment vehicle into the world of Decentralized-Finance,
the INCRYPT token will have an ever expanding list of use-cases.
An exclusive NFT Marketplace is being developed, which connects artists with licensed marijuana growers to create
'Cannabuddies'; Unique digital NFT trading cards that enables the holder to claim physical grams of marijuana from
licensed dispensaries. This concept is experimental, and therefore we will conduct a soft-launch in a selected city that
has fully legalized the recreational use and sale of marijuanna. The INCRYPT token will be the currency used to
purchase anything from the NFT Marketplace. We will also create additional NFT Marketplaces where artists and
creatives can sell their art and receive INCRYPT tokens.

WRAPPED TOKENS
Coming Soon: There will be 'wrapped' $INCRYPT tokens
issued in the near future on the POLYGON (MATIC), TRON
(TRX) and ETHEREUM (ETH) blockchain, in addition to the
Binance Smart Chain. There will be direct User Friendly
Flexible Staking options, which will allow $INCRYPT Token
Holders to earn additional passive income, or exchange their
BSC $INCRYPT for wrapped tokens on other blockchains.
More details soon to be released.
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TOKENOMICS
The INCRYPT token is built using the BEP20 standard on the Binance Smart Chain, as the fast transaction time and
low transaction fees were very favorable compared to other blockchains. The INCRYPT token employs Deflationary
and Auto-Yield Generating tokenomics that is coded into the tokens smart-contract.
On every transaction, there is a 10% Tax imposed:
3% is Automatically burnt, thus reducing the supply and following the deflationary protocol.
4% Will be added to the De-Fi Wallet for investment purposes with 25% of the total value of the De-Fi wallet used
for weekly Buy-Back and Burns which would further reduce supply while simultaneously adding BNB to the
Liquidity Pool.
3% Will be redistributed to token holders, thus allowing holders to earn passive income by simply holding the
token, also known as Static Yield Farming.
The burn address will not be excluded from reflection fees, so with every transaction the supply will be decreased
in addition to the 3% burn fee, aligning with the deflationary protocol.
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TOKEN METRICS
An initial supply of 1,000,000,000,000,000 INCRYPT tokens was created.
20% of the Total Supply was sent to the Burn Address before launch.
The team was only reserved a total of 3% of the supply which is to be split amongst the entire development team., and with an
initial listing price of of $0,0000000000004802 would have only taken $2 to buy more tokens than the entire team and since
this token was launched using a 'fair launch' protocol, the whole community got an equal opportunity to buy into this project
from the ground.
1% is reserved for Bounty Programs; to reward the community for support given as well as to reward 'Pollinators' for spreading
the word about INCRYPT.x
10% of the total supply is locked via DX Sale's Smart Contract, of that 10% half will be released after 1 year and the other half
after 2 years. These tokens will be used for further development.
The Liquidity Pool tokens will be locked by DX Sale as well to reassure token holders that the possibility for a 'rug pull' is
completley eliminated

Initial Supply:
1,000,000,000,000,000
Burnt before Launch:
200,000,000,000,000
Team Tokens:
3,000,000,000,000
Bounty Program:
1,000,000,000,000
Locked Tokens:
103,480,000,000,000
Locked Liquidity Pool:
692,520,000,000,000
Total Current Circulating supply:
696,520,000,000,000
Initial Launch price:
1 INCRYPT =
$0,0000000000004802
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ROAD MAP
2021 Q3

01
PANCAKE SWAP LISTING
Two trading pairs (INCRYPT/BNB & INCRYPT/BUSD)

Recruit interested parties and launch bounty and pollinator programs
with generous rewards available for spreading the word about INCRYPT.x

2021 Q4
Using feedback from the community, we will begin building the
DAO that will eventuallu control the entire project

Work with influencers in the crypto-space to spread awareness
about INCRYPT.x. Focus on getting the Token listed on
Coinmarketcap, CoinGecko etc

Launch a Beta-Version of the Graphical User Interface for the
DAO, and get community feedback

2022 Q2

Engage with the community and collect feedback regarding how the
'rules' the DAO will follow

BEGIN BUILDING NFT MARKETPLACE
On-board more licensed marijuana dispensaries to participate in
upcoming soft-launch

2022 Q1
EXCHANGE LISTINGS

Engage with centralized exchanges that support tokenomics, and get Token
listed on more exchanges

10

11

SOFTLAUNCH NFT MARKETPLACE FOR
CANNABUDDIES

COLLECT COMMUNITY FEEDBACK

08
09

SOFT-LAUNCH BETA-DAO GUI

PHASE I begins with running paid social media advertisements,
building telegram community and engaging actively on all social
media

06
07

MARKETING CAMPAIGN PHASE II

MARKETING CAMPAIGN PHASE I

04

05

BEGIN DEVELOPMENT OF THE DAO

Token is launched at an initial
price of 1 INCRYPT =
$0,0000000000004802

02
03

BOUNTY + POLLINATOR PROGRAM

FAIR-LAUNCH

LAUNCH MERCHANDISE SALES
Create exclusive merchandise: Stickers, Masks, Hoodies, Caps, Tshirts, Computer Bags, Branded Blockchain Hardwallets etc

2022 Q3

12

Soft-launch the NFT Marketplace and sell Cannabuddies NFT trading cards

13

FINAL BETA TESTING FOR THE DAO
Ensure community is happy and the GUI is running smoothly

2022 Q4
14
OFFICIALLY LAUNCH THE INCRYPT.X DE-FI DAO
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